In some senses, this near reversal is paradigmatic for Hemans's patriotic verse. Throughout her career, she ransacked extensive readings in literature, folklore, and world history for exemplary narratives in which the threatened or actual dissolution of family ties intersected with the exercise of feminine national heroism. The result was a kind of vital, fragmented, and self-subversive catalog of feminine patriotic subject positions-a body of work whose development often seems more centrifugal than linear and whose force seems to derive from its erratic course among and through contradictions, whether they are domestic and military values, Romantic and Enlightenment interpretations of patriotism, Christian pacifism and delight in military glory, or what John Lucas would call epic and pastoral modes of national poetry (4-7, 16-17).
What Victorian readers found in Hemans, then, was a fragmented, compelling, and complex range of patriotic positions, and the verses this audience favored-such as the silly, sinister, and explosive "Casabianca" (Poetical Works 398)-were often among the most disturbing. Like much of Hemans's work, "Casabianca" commemorates an actual event. By setting the tactically unnecessary death of a child at the heart of Britain's victory in the Battle of the Nile, the poem suggests the powerful, unstable fusion of domestic and military values that helped render Hemans's poetry influential. For despite this poem's idealistic emphasis on filial loyalty and chivalric family honor, "Casabianca" never fully defuses the horror of the history it evokes.
Young Casabianca, begging his unconscious father for release from a courageous, suicidal, and perhaps pointless exercise of military honor, is both patriotic martyr and senseless victim. The poem's didactic high point is its final lines: "... The noblest thing that perished there, / Was that young faithful heart." The child embodies patriarchal family honor in the highest, most chivalric sense. Noble young Casabianca, "beautiful and bright," is "as born to rule the storm-/ A creature of heroic blood, / A proud, though childlike form." Indeed, the courageous child is father to the warlike man: while practical considerations of national political power or of personal ambition may taint the father's courage, the son brings to the battle only his "young faithful heart." His death thus upholds and extends the family-and the national-honor, by restoring military endeavor to its originary purity and innocence, its sources in the child's love of and blind faith in home and family. The more strategically useless such a willing death in battle, the more pure and poignant its symbolic significance. Surely young Casabianca's heirs rode in "The Charge of the Light Brigade."
The poem's emotional center lies elsewhere, however, in the desperate child's reiterated "Speak, Father!" and his question "Must I stay?" Here the fusion of familial and national loyalties works on a different level. The child's futile cry for his father evokes an experience of abandonment that is both primitive and deeply domestic. By terming Casabianca's heart the "noblest thing" lost, Hemans divides this domestic embodiment of familial agony from the rest of the battle's costs and uses it to challenge, if not discredit, the "nobility" of the battle's conscious, adult actors-and victors. The scene is a damning enactment of the brutal waste of war, of the deadly implications of patriarchal honor, and of the betrayal of familial ties by adults intent on that honor. For a few moments, Casabianca is the ultimate orphan of war, yet he is also in some sense its unwitting propagator, just as his father is his unwitting murderer.
From Spartan Mothers to Internal Enemies: Hemans's Patriotic Heroines
Within what Helen Cooper, Adrienne Munich, and Susan Squier term the "war narrative of the sexual trope, in which love figures as both sexual congress and sexual productivity" ("Arms" 9), twentieth-century criticism has tended to position Hemans's patriotic heroines somewhere between the Spartan mother and Tennyson's sweetly bloodthirsty Maud. Many of Hemans's verses bear an affinity to Maud's "passionate ballad gallant and gay" (1052); they offer ample evidence of the extent to which the phrase "arms and the woman" evokes activities that may be at once military, maternal, and erotic (Cooper, Munich, and Squier, "Arms" 9-10). While Hemans's verses deploy such a trope, however, they also point beyond it. In the poems most beloved by Victorians, the military struggle is often finished; what resonates is not a battle cry but the voice of a lone "sufferer bending over" a soldier's body or "grave" ("War and Peace"; "Domestic Affections" 105). This feminine patriotism still stands in primary relation to soldiers' bodies, but that relation, which need be neither maternal nor erotic, is mediated by death rather than birth. In reaching out toward the deadwhether to hold, accuse, or mourn them-Hemans's heroines and speakers give the phrase "arms and the woman" new meaning.
In Phenomenology of Spirit, Hemans's contemporary G. W. F. Hegel explores the cultural connections between femininity and the military dead, in terms of classical tragedy and of nineteenth-century conceptions of the state's relations to domesticity. The power of "divine law" is governed by femininity, he asserts, and it is this law that rules burial. Alive, soldiers belong to the state; dead, they must be "wed" to the "lap of the earth," returned to "elementary, eternal individuality."6 For Hegel, the central feminine national figure is Antigone. If considered in the context of nation, he asserts, her rebellion would take on a new significance for the relations between femininity and the power of the state:
Taken in this form, [Antigone's action], which had been conceived as a simple movement of individualized pathos, discloses another aspect, and both the crime and the resulting destruction of the community disclose the actual form of their existence. Thus, human law in its general existence, the community, which in its effectivity altogether is masculinity and in its actual effectivity is the government, moves and maintains itself by wrenching into itself the special status of the household gods or the autonomous individuation into families, of which femininity is in charge, and by holding them in the continuity of its fluidity. Simultaneously, however, the family is its element altogether, and the individual consciousness is its general operative basis.7
To assert its communal, impersonal jurisdiction, the law governed by masculinity ("human law," in Hegel's terms) must forcibly absorb and subdue its own "element." Masculinity may not allow the "divine law" governed by femininity to exercise autonomous authority but dare not deny its power altogether. The "fluid" state contains feminine authority as if by chemical suspension, immersing and yet not dissolving it. As the representative of "divine law" and of the "law of weakness and darkness," femininity is both sacred and dangerous.9 Like civil law in wartime, it must be remembered and revered, but for safety's sake it cannot be obeyed. Whereas martial law is theoretically an anomaly of national history, however, masculine law may represent history itself. In Hemans as in Hegel, masculine law has always already "suspended" feminine authority. Life is war: the weak, dark, divine law of femininity must await the peace of the millennium. Until then, femininity must remain the "eternal irony of the community," a site of resistance that is as symbolically indispensable as it is practically futile.10
At points in her work, Hemans seems allied with Hegel. These moments glorify, mourn, and accept the need of the state to engender itself by what it oppresses: they attempt to mobilize the "domestic affections" to the service of militaristic patriotism. At other points, however, often in confrontations with the real or imagined bodies of the dead, such attempts seem to falter. Hemans may collapse distinctions between the powers of domesticity and of war, creating chillingly ruthless heirs of the Spartan mother, or she may chart a deadly collision course between female figures and a state whose brutality is implicitly unveiled as senseless. Poems in which despair jostles with energetic expressions of straightforward militarism, of feminist sexual politics, and of pacifism raise the specters of feminine "internal enemies" who refuse either to continue fighting for "divine law" or to reconcile themselves to failure.
Nineteenth-century women poets' grappling with issues of national identity has yet to be fully explored, but the verses of Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Frances E. W. Harper, Alice Meynell, and Lydia Sigourney indicate that Hemans's mournful patriotism is central to a complex poetic tradition.11 As Hemans's work demonstrates, the "complementary but more often contradictory awarenesses" of national identity and of gender are inseparable ( As Hemans's relation to Wales suggests, then, while her attempt to bind abstract nation, physical land, and human affection through graves may indeed resolve some of the issues raised by efforts to unite rationalist and organic visions of patriotism, it poses other problems. Does honoring of the national dead constitute identity? By tending a country's graves, metaphorically and actually, may one claim to be a true heir to its bards? And if the English love a land they have colonized even honor the valor of those who fought against them in defense of that landhave they thereby assumed or appropriated the country's national identity? Perhaps the graves of the honorable dead help dissolve national identities into mythic forms that are endlessly capable of appropriation. If so, it is not strange that Hemans's conception of graves as sites for the establishment and maintenance of national identity should have found tremendous resonance within Victorian imperialist discourse. "We cannot be habitually attached to places we never saw, and people we never heard of...," Hazlitt writes. "Are the opposite extremities of the globe our native place, because they are a part of that geographical and political denomination, our country? Does natural affection expand in circles of latitude and longitude?" (67). Hemans's poetry offers a clear answer to Hazlitt's skepticism, for if anything can create a habitual attachment to a place one has never seen, it is the grave of a loved one.
It is probably no accident that in 1823, some six years before Christopher North made his famous assertion that the sun never sets on the British empire, Felicia Hemans wrote that "wave may not foam, nor wild wind sweep, / Where rest not England's dead" ("England's Dead"; "Siege" 308-10). Nor should the similarity between the titles of two of her most popular patriotic poems, "England's Dead" and "The Homes of England," come as a surprise. For just as domestic mourning makes the empire into a home, expanding affection in terms of latitude and longitude, until it reaches and symbolically appropriates the final resting place of the beloved and honored dead, so domestic love makes the home into an empire. "The Homes of England" is Hemans's most famous work on this subject and one of her best-known pieces altogether ("Records" 169-71). When the poem first appeared, in the April 1827 edition of Blackwood's, it had an epigraph from Joanna Baillie beginning, "A land of peace. ..." In volume form, however, "The Homes of England" has a new epigraph, from Marmion: "Where's the coward that would not dare / To fight for such a land?" Sentimental, reactionary pastoral fantasy at its crudest, "The Homes of England" links "stately," "merry," and "cottage" dwellings within a harmonious national hierarchy whose unity of "hut and hall" seems as much defensive as organic. Hemans's verse constitutes domestic harmony, whether national or familial, as not only a form of defense but also an incentive for aggressive striving after glory, be it in the battlefield or the marketplace. Woman's empire is the hearth, as one of Hemans's great admirers notes (Preface, 1836, ix), and in an imperialist country, Hemans suggests, the hearth must be an imperialist site.
Hemans's engagement in the elaboration of such discourse is far from inadvertent. Though the word imperialist was not used to designate an advocate of imperialism until after Hemans died, by the time she was fifteen she had constructed an Albion whose world domination was moral, military, economic, and perhaps sexual. 4When I refer to femininity, I mean a condition that is not biological but culturally constructed and historically contingent. In dominant nineteenth-century British and American writings on the subject, womanhood is only truly embodied by married or marriageable "Anglo-Saxon" gentlewomen and not even by all of them. 5"Some" was an understatement. As her biographer Henry Chorley notes, Hemans's "mind wrought incessantly upon scenes of heroic enterprise and glory" (1: 21 9Divine law is "das Gesetz der Schwache und der Dunkelheit" (Hegel, Phdnomenologie 257). See also Hegel, Phenomenology 286. "What Hegel defines as 'Divine Law,"' Solomon notes, derives from "the structure of bourgeois society at the turn of the nineteenth century" (542).
'lFemininity is "die ewige Ironie des Gemeinwesens ... (Hegel, Phdnomenologie 259; see also his Phenomenology 288). Cooper, Munich, and Squier write that classical epic also presents "the dualities of man/woman, war/peace" and in so doing "both establishes the conception of the war narrative informing Western literary tradition and allows a questioning of those dualities" ("Arms" 10). Arms and the Woman strongly suggests how such dualisms may still authorize war narratives' reliance on a domesticity whose feminine representatives accept responsibility for preserving familial bonds and for submitting to the military destruction of those bonds. Bound as it is to what Hegel calls divine law, femininity both ensures the continuity of pacifist ideals and accedes to or assists in the downgrading of pacifism to weak utopianism. Freeman asserts, for example, that contemporary feminist pacifists who attempt to shift full responsibility for war to men or masculinity may merely participate "in the framework that allows, indeed is indispensable to, the conflict in the first place." Femininity, even in its association with pacifism, remains "the secondary term that copulates with ... and enables" masculinity (308).
1lBrowning, the former "poet laureate of Hope End," mockingly imagines herself laureate of England, "cursing the Czar in Pindarics very prettily" (Letters 171), but she echoes Hemans in taking the national (and international) duties of womanhood seriously. An African American, Harper speaks as an internal enemy in poems such as "Home, Sweet Home" or "Do Not Cheer .. .," but her "Appeal to My Countrywomen" challenges that stance's racial and political limits (185-86, 197-98, 193-95) . Meynell, whose patriotic poetry was inspired by World War I, also appropriates and alters mournful patriotism, though for reasons different from those of the other poets named. See Baym, "Reinventing," on Sigourney.
12In the hours before Waterloo, Mrs. O'Dowd, in Vanity Fair, appears as a comic Venus outfitting her Mars, while Becky Sharp evinces "quite a Spartan equanimity" (363, 365). Amelia, however, has no classical model. In spotless white, with a crimson sash bleeding down her breast, she embodies the new patriotic femininity of the Hegelian internal enemy: though she is useless to her husband for practical purposes, she embodies an innocent pain whose symbolic force is capable of driving him to remorse, to prayer-and to the battlefield (359-60, 371-72). 
